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Introduction

Philadelphia is no longer the poster child for
distressed urban school districts. The city’s
education leaders are citing rising standardized
test scores and are advising other districts on
how to leverage the private sector to turn around
persistently low-performing schools. Significantly,
more than just school reform experts are listen-
ing. Nationwide, a broad range of observers
are tracking the outcomes of privatization in
Philadelphia, where the state takeover has
introduced an unprecedented level of private
management of public schools via what is known
as a diverse provider model. The Wall Street
Journal, Forbes magazine, the business section of
the New York Times, and business leaders across
the country are keeping a trained eye on whether
the dual goals of student achievement gains and
private sector profits can be compatible. 

Philadelphia’s diverse provider model, the focus
of this brief, is just one among several forms of

"privatization" occurring in public education
today. "Privatization" may involve the
application of business models to public
education (e.g., decentralized management,
performance standards), the introduction
of market-driven education models (e.g.,
vouchers, charter schools), or the outsourc-
ing of public functions to the private sector.
Philadelphia’s diverse provider model
involves outsourcing school management
and other services to a variety of private
sector "providers"—including for-profit
Educational Management Organizations
(EMOs), local universities, and local 
non-profit organizations.1 In education,

outsourcing has traditionally involved peripheral
services such as transportation, security, and food
services. In Philadelphia, however, outsourcing
has been extended to the core functions of public
schools: the design and delivery of education
programs. 

In this brief, we examine the creation, evolution,
and expansion of Philadelphia’s diverse provider
model. This model is of local importance

because it carries with it high stakes for the
students it impacts in Philadelphia’s low-
performing schools—the vast majority of whom
are doubly disadvantaged by poverty and racial
discrimination. It is of national importance
because of the nature of the outsourcing that
is occurring, because of the scale at which out-
sourcing is taking place, and because the model
offers a window into what is likely to happen as
other cities turn to private providers to manage
persistently low-performing schools in response
to enforcement of the accountability mandates
of the federal No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB).
It is also worthy of examination because
Philadelphia’s education leaders, CEO Paul
Vallas and the newly formed School Reform
Commission (SRC), have pragmatically coupled
two seemingly paradoxical reforms: large-scale
outsourcing of school management to private
providers—with its potential for diverse
innovations—and a centralized, standards-based
reform—with its potential for sameness.

The theoretical literature on the diverse provider
model in education describes flexible, competi-
tive ‘school marketplaces’ in which districts
learn to manage a varied portfolio of schools,
providers have wide rein to innovate, and both
are held accountable for student outcomes by
strong contracts and meaningful choice for
students and parents.2 For Paul Hill and his
colleagues, the Diverse Provider Model has
the following key features:3

• Districts build portfolios of schools, which
may include charters, district-run schools,
and schools managed by external providers
with whom the district contracts;

• Districts select and assign providers;

• Districts write and monitor provider
contracts, which include clear performance
indicators and performance measures;

• Providers receive fixed per-pupil amounts
and have increased budgetary discretion; 

• Providers, not districts, employ their teachers
and principals; and

• Quality options and meaningful choice exist
for students and families.

3
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1 In this brief, we use the term ‘providers’ to refer to all
private sector entities—including for-profit companies, 
non-profit organizations, and universities—contracted to
manage schools. Because they are unique in having existing
missions that focus on providing educational management
services, in this brief we refer only to the for-profit pro-
viders as Educational Management Organizations (EMOs).

2 Hill, Paul T. (2002). Making Philadelphia a diverse
providers school district. Unpublished work; Hill, Paul T.
(2006). Put learning first: A portfolio approach to public
schools. Progressive Policy Institute, 1-19.

3 Hill, P.T. (2002); Hill, P.T. (2006)



Underlying the diverse provider model is
the belief that school failure is the result of
entrenched education bureaucracies that are
unable to reform themselves. At the institutional
level, the problems of fiscal distress and stu-
dents’ low academic achievement are attributable
to a lack of sound management practices by
district and school leaders; union contracts that
impose narrow work restrictions; and a rigid,
inward-looking professional bureaucracy that
eschews innovative practices. 

The diverse provider model that has evolved in
Philadelphia is quite different than the model
anticipated by this literature. We argue that
contextual realities—complex and contentious
politics, the pressures of NCLB, and the contin-
uing tensions between provider autonomy and
strong district guidance—have, from the very
beginning, shaped the implementation and evo-
lution of the diverse provider model. These con-
textual realities have muted competitive market-
place forces, allowed the district to position itself
as the consumer of private provider services, and
contributed to the "cross-sectoral collaboration"
we describe between the district and its provid-

ers. Additionally, we argue that the diverse pro-
vider model has served as a platform for launch-
ing many other "partnerships" with private sec-
tor organizations for a variety of services, includ-
ing school management. As a result, the district
is becoming what political scientist Jeffrey Henig
and colleagues call a public/private hybrid system.5

Further, we caution that it is premature to
herald the success of the diverse provider model.
Preliminary test score data raise questions about
the ability of the providers to accelerate test scores
at a faster rate than district schools. As provider
contracts come up for renewal, it is time for a
thorough assessment of the model and a broad
public dialogue about its future. We pose
questions that we believe should guide a
comprehensive assessment of the model’s efficacy. 

4

Methods

Data collection for this paper included interviews, observations, and document review. Between
September 2002 and January 2005, we conducted 79 in-depth interviews with School District of
Philadelphia central office staff and representatives from the private providers, as well as several
long-time observers of the district and school reform in Philadelphia. In addition, we inter-
viewed 20 principals, three to four times each, between January and May 2003. We interviewed
most members of the Office of Development—which had primary responsibility, during the sec-
ond and third years of the diverse provider model, for recruiting and working with providers and
other private groups who "partnered" with the district. We also spoke with several other central
office staff knowledgeable about the model. Interviews used a semi-structured interview protocol4

and were tape-recorded and transcribed. In most cases, two researchers attended interviews. 

In addition, we have observed most meetings of the School Reform Commission and a number
of important gatherings related to district governance, including a 2004 conference on public/
private partnerships, co-sponsored by the district and the U.S. Department of Education. We
are also regular participant observers of city-wide meetings of education activists and education
reform groups. We have complemented interviews and observations with an extensive review of
district documents, media coverage, and other related documents. We have collected additional
data from the various stakeholders who provided feedback on our preliminary findings. 

Based on a careful reading of the data, codes were developed and data were coded using qualitative
analysis software (Atlas.ti). Codes addressed issues such as the roles and responsibilities of both
the district and providers. Analysis of the coded data led to the themes described in this paper.

4 Patton, M. Q. (1990). Qualitative evaluation and research
methods. London: Sage Publications.

5 Henig, J. R., Holyoke, T., Lacerino-Paquet, N., and
Moser, M. (2003). Privatization, politics, and urban
services: The political behavior of charter schools. 
Journal of Urban Affairs, 25.



The Seeds of the Diverse Provider Model
The diverse provider model in Philadelphia is
the result of a decade of political struggle and
state/city conflict. In 1995, Republican Tom
Ridge was elected governor of Pennsylvania.
Governor Ridge, Lieutenant Governor Mark
Schweiker and high-ranking state legislators
believed that the introduction of market-driven
models of education would invigorate the public
education system. Ridge and his administration
tried unsuccessfully three times to pass voucher
legislation before successfully passing public
charter school legislation in 1997. By the time
state government was preparing to take over the
School District of Philadelphia in 2001, state
leaders had clearly established their preference
for private sector remedies for public school
problems. 

Not everyone, however, shared state leaders’
diagnosis or confidence in market remedies. In
1995, the School District of Philadelphia adopt-
ed a ten-point reform plan under the leadership
of the new Superintendent, David Hornbeck.
The reform plan, known as Children Achieving,
represented a very different governance approach
than the market-driven models Ridge favored.
Children Achieving was a systemic, standards-
based reform with strong accountability meas-
ures. In effect, Hornbeck and those surrounding
him believed that the district, with adequate
financial support, could reform itself.7

A major hurdle for Superintendent Hornbeck
was to gain the support of state leaders in

overriding a 1993 law that capped funding to
school districts and drove Philadelphia’s already
precarious school funding situation deeper into
crisis. Confidence in the Children Achieving
reform, however, did not materialize, and
neither did the additional state support needed
to fully fund the reform plan. In 1998, a
standoff between the superintendent and the
state occurred when Hornbeck announced that
there would be no further reductions to district
programs, even if that meant shutting down the
district. State legislators, Republicans and
Democrats alike, responded by passing Act 46,
"draconian legislation," permitting state takeover
of any district in financial and/or academic
distress, which observers agreed was directed
at Philadelphia.8 In May 2000, the legislature
passed additional takeover legislation, Act 16,
the Education Empowerment Act, affecting
Philadelphia and 10 other school districts whose
students performed poorly on state assessments.
Failure to produce turn-around results in three
years would result in the removal of the district
from the control of its local board of education
and presumably make it eligible for state
takeover. In June 2000, Superintendent
Hornbeck resigned, refusing to preside over the
dismantling of the reforms he had put in place. 

During the summer of 2000, newly appointed
Chief Academic Officer Deidre Farmbry led the
Philadelphia effort to respond to Act 16 and
develop an improvement plan for approval by
the state secretary of education. By Summer of
2001, however, Governor Ridge was moving in

5

As part of our Learning from Philadelphia’s School Reform project, Research for Action (RFA) is
tracking changes in the 86 schools identified as “low-performing” and targeted for intervention in
2002 following the state takeover of the School District of Philadelphia.6 Many of these schools have
been part of Philadelphia’s diverse provider model and have experienced changes in their manage-
ment structure, their grade configurations, the amount of additional per pupil funding they received
(above levels allocated to all district schools), and their leadership. We will continue to follow these
schools in order to learn how the reform, over time, addresses the needs of this group of schools or
designs interventions to improve outcomes in these schools. 

6 Research for Action. (2005). The ‘Original 86:’ Tracking
changes in the ‘Original 86’ Philadelphia public schools initially 
targeted for intervention following the 2001 state takeover.
Philadelphia: Author.

7 Christman, J. B. and Corcoran, T. (2002, November).
The limits and contradictions of systemic reform: The
Philadelphia story. Philadelphia: Consortium for Policy
Research in Education. 

8 Boyd, W. L. and Christman, J. B. (2003). A tall order
for Philadelphia's new approach to school governance:
Heal the political rifts, close the budget gap, and improve
the schools. In Cuban, L. and Usdan, M., Powerful reforms
with shallow roots: Improving America’s urban schools. New
York: Teachers College Press; Maranto, R. (2005). A tale
of two cities: School privatization in Philadelphia and
Chester. American Journal of Education, 111.



another direction. He hired Edison Schools, Inc.,
the nation’s largest for-profit educational man-
agement organization (EMO), for $2.7 million
to review district operations, report on its find-
ings, and make recommendations for improve-
ments and reorganization. In a 2006 interview,
State Secretary of Education Charles Zogby
explained the state’s perspective on this action:
"We had a situation where more than 150
schools had over 50% of their students per-
forming at the below basic level on the PSSAs.
We believed that there was not the capacity
on the ground to turn that situation around.
We needed outside expertise... We believed that
the private sector could do a better job." Clearly,
state and district leaders held very different
beliefs about the district’s capacity to internally
lead meaningful reform.

In October 2001, Edison submitted its report to
new governor Mark Schweiker, who had recently
replaced Tom Ridge (who had been called to
Washington to become head of the new
Department of Homeland Security.) Schweiker
announced a plan for state takeover that drew
heavily on Edison’s proposal, calling for Edison
to run many functions of the central office and
to manage 60 low performing schools.9 In a
2006 interview, Schweiker described his faith in
Edison’s capacity to bring about change, saying
he saw Edison as having "a solid track record of

success at helping kids learn…If you are going
to ramp up quickly, you need institutional help,
and Edison provided that." 

Student and community groups reacted strongly.
Students led demonstrations in Philadelphia,
Harrisburg, and at Edison’s corporate head-
quarters in New York City. They were joined
by parents, the city’s unions, including the
Philadelphia Federation of Teachers (PFT), and
some city elected officials. Their protests gave
Democratic Philadelphia Mayor John Street—
who wanted the additional state funds that
would accompany a takeover—leverage to 
re-negotiate the terms of the state takeover.
The original plan for takeover called for the
replacement of the School Board, which had
been composed entirely of mayoral appointees,
with a newly-established School Reform
Commission (SRC), which would be composed
of four gubernatorial appointees and one mayoral
appointee. In negotiations, Street gained a
second mayoral appointee with the governor to
have three appointees. James Nevels, a promi-
nent suburban Philadelphia businessman was
appointed chair. A deal was struck in which
the state promised to release approximately $75
million to the district while the city agreed to
release $45 million and approve a $317 million
bond issue. In December 2001, the takeover was
thus recast as "friendly," with the city and state
working as partners. Nonetheless, questions
regarding the nature and scale of privatization
that would be coming to Philadelphia remained
unresolved—and politically explosive. 

How did Philadelphia get to the diverse provider model?

6

9 Schweiker, M. (2001).  A proposal to transform the
Philadelphia School District into a high-performance system of
schools for the 21st century. Harrisburg, PA: Office of the
Governor; Boyd, W. L. and Christman, J. B. (2003);
Maranto, R. (2005). 

1993
State freezes school funding
formula.

1995
New Supt. Hornbeck begins
Children Achieving reform. Newly-
elected, Republican, Gov. Ridge
starts the first of 3 major (unsuc-
cessful) pushes for school vouch-
er programs.

1997
PA legislature approves statewide
charter school legislation.

District, city, and community
leaders file a lawsuit against the
state contending that PA does not
provide a "thorough and efficient"
education. 

1998
Hornbeck and city leaders "draw a
line in the sand" and refuse to
cut more programs—threatening
to adopt an unbalanced budget. 

District, city, and community
leaders file a federal civil-rights
suit against the state, arguing
that the state's funding practices
discriminate against school
districts with large numbers
of non-White students. 

PA legislature responds by
passing Act 46, a state takeover
law aimed specifically at
Philadelphia. 

1999
School district presents budget to
City Council with projected $94
million deficit for 1999-2000
school year and refuses to make
further cuts.

Heated mayoral race with educa-
tion as a central issue. 

2000
Mayor Street selects a new
School Board and appoints the
first Secretary of Education for
the city.

PA Legislature passes and
Gov. Ridge signs Act 16—the
Education Empowerment Act—
a state reform and "takeover" bill
affecting 11 school districts. 

A state takeover is averted
through a financial settlement
reached between the School
District and Gov. Ridge. Still
facing a deficit, the School Board
cuts the budget and Supt.
Hornbeck resigns in protest. 

2001
School Board adopts budget with
$216 million deficit, creating a
new fiscal crisis with state take-
over of the district possible.

Ridge hires Edison Schools, Inc.
for $2.7 million to make recom-
mendations for state takeover. 

Ongoing student and community
protests against privatization of
schools.

Ridge appointed Homeland
Security Director, Lt. Gov.
Schweiker becomes Gov.;
presents takeover plan drawn
heavily from Edison report calling
for private management of up
to 60 schools and recommends
contracting out most central
administration functions. Strong
community opposition prompts
the governor to negotiate a
new plan. 

State takeover becomes "friendly
takeover" negotiated between
Mayor Street and Gov. Schweiker,
includes additional funds—$75
million state and $45 million city
for the District. City agrees to put
on hold the federal civil rights
suit against the state charging
discrimination. 



Winter/Spring 2002: 
Establishing the Diverse Provider Model

The District Asserts Its Authority
Against this contentious backdrop, SRC chair
James Nevels announced that Edison would not
be the only contractor invited to manage schools,
and the SRC released a Request for Proposals
(RFP) seeking school management providers.
The idea of multiple providers was a pragmatic
compromise to the volatile city/state politics
that had dominated the environment for years.

Multiple providers would meet the state’s
requirement of involving the private sector
which officials believed would accelerate
achievement in low-performing schools. At
the same time, having multiple providers
allayed local fears of Edison’s dominance by
reducing their role. This decision by the
SRC was the first in a series of steps that
distanced the SRC from Edison and the
state. It also dissipated community protest
and district staff resistance.

As national for-profit educational manage-
ment organizations (EMOs) and local non-
profit organizations were responding to the
RFP and preparing their proposals, Ed
Williams, a long time district educator and

administrative leader, simultaneously prepared
a proposal for an internal district reform model.
In a 2006 interview for this study, Farmbry
explained that this proposal was motivated by
the "real, passionate belief that [district staff]
had the internal capacity and talent to at least
match instructionally whatever was on the
table." In spring 2002, the SRC selected seven

external providers to manage schools and also
designated 19 schools for restructuring in accor-
dance with the internally generated model.
Eventually, these 19 schools and two others were
consolidated into a newly-created district Office
of Restructured Schools (ORS). The diverse
provider model thus included the ORS. Many
district staffers and city observers hoped the
ORS would "save" district schools from total pri-
vatization, spread around state dollars initially
allocated for providers, and demonstrate the dis-
trict’s own internal capacity to accelerate
achievement and compete with providers. 

The SRC’s successful inclusion of the ORS into
the diverse provider model was only one effort
among several to re-assert the district’s authority
and centrality. In July 2002, the SRC hired Paul
Vallas to be CEO. He was perceived to be an
aggressive, energetic, administrator who believed
in a strong role for central office in school
reform. One of Vallas’ first acts was to "kill" talk
of Edison taking on an $18 million role as lead
consultant to the district central office. On the
job two weeks, Vallas said, "I would be hard
pressed to find any reason to use Edison for any
other consulting contracts at this point…There’s
no need for that. That’s what I’m here for." 10

Of greater concern to the state was the demand
by Vallas and the SRC that a portion of the state
funds designated for private providers be distrib-
uted more widely to district-run schools and
efforts. Secretary Zogby, in a July 2002 letter to
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The idea of 

multiple providers

was a pragmatic

compromise to the

volatile city/state

politics that had

dominated the

environment for

years. 

5-member SRC appointed to
replace School Board (3 guberna-
torial and 2 mayoral appointees).
James Nevels, prominent subur-
ban Philadelphia businessman
appointed chair.

2002
No Child Left Behind is signed
into law requiring states to define
Adequate Yearly Progress targets
and increasingly severe interven-
tions for failure to meet them. 

Continued public opposition to
extensive role of Edison in pro-
posed reform. 

SRC calls for an open process to
select diverse providers and
invites applications. 

SRC chooses seven providers
to manage 46 low-performing
schools, giving each provider
$450-$881 additional funds
per pupil, beginning the diverse
provider model.  

Paul Vallas hired as the CEO.
District creates Office of
Restructured Schools (ORS) to
manage 21 schools. Contracts
with providers are finalized.
Vallas halts discussion of Edison
assuming $18 million role as
lead consultant to the district’s
central office.  

Ed Rendell, Democrat and former
Mayor of Philadelphia, elected Gov.

22 schools meet all NCLB-
mandated AYP targets. 

2003
For 2004, Vallas implements
core curricula in math and
literacy with increased instruc-
tional blocks. SRC terminates
contract of one provider; 3
others get additional schools. 

District creates Office of
Development to serve as single
point of contact for providers.

Rendell wages funding battle
with PA legislature and delays
budget passage. 

58 schools meet all of their
NCLB-mandated AYP targets.

2004
160 schools meet all of their
NCLB-mandated AYP targets (the
state relaxed the criteria for meet-
ing some AYP targets during
2003-04; 30 of the 160 schools
would not have met all of their
AYP targets in 2004 without
these relaxed criteria). 

SRC publishes Declaration of
Education, a blueprint of district
goals to be reached by 2008.

2005
132 schools meet all NCLB-man-
dated AYP targets (performance
targets rise as scheduled).

District announces pairing 12
high schools with private "transi-
tion managers" to assist with their
conversion into smaller schools. 

District disbands Office of
Restructured Schools and assigns
schools to regions. SRC
announces Edison receives 2
more schools. 11 schools failing
to meet AYP for 6 years are
assigned to the newly created
CEO Region where they will get
intensive intervention. 

The use of the private sector
to manage schools expands:
Microsoft Inc., the Franklin
Institute, the National
Constitution Center, and other
partners ramp up their efforts
to develop new high schools.

10 Brennan, Chris. (2002, July 25). "Vallas kills consulting
pact sought by Edison Schools." Philadelphia Daily News.



the SRC, expressed his vehement disagreement
with this approach:

Some now seem to be conducting revisionist
history, as if the primary goal of the
Governor’s plan was to create some sort
of education experiment where finances
between schools would be kept precisely
equal, in order to precisely compare the
performance of privately managed schools to
publicly managed schools. That was never
the goal…For the SRC to now stand against
the state’s effort to follow through on our
long-standing plan to deliver significantly
enhanced resources to the 45 partnership11

schools would be, we believe, disingenuous
and profoundly unfair.

After much debate, an agreement was reached by
which $37.5 million would be directed specifi-
cally to the original 86 schools identified for
special intervention, including the 21 ORS
schools and 16 schools that had been identified
as low-performing but showing improvement
(called the "Sweet 16" because they received
additional money but no additional interven-
tions). On July 31, 2002, just over a month
before schools were to open, five-year contracts
were issued to three for-profit companies and
two non-profit organizations for between $650
and $881 per pupil in additional funds, and
three-year Memoranda of Understanding were
signed with two area universities for $450 in
additional per-pupil funding. District officials
explained that the disparities in per pupil fund-
ing levels were determined via a formula that
combined the difference between teacher salaries
at each school and average teacher salaries dis-
trict-wide with presumed district savings for

central office support.12 [See the box above for a
summary of the providers, the numbers of
schools assigned to each, and the additional per
pupil funding they received.]13 Provisions of the
contracts differed across the providers. For exam-
ple, the two universities negotiated contracts
that focused only on the provision of specific
educational support services (e.g., professional
development, curriculum development). 

And so, while the creation of a diverse provider
model certainly represented a dramatic change in
Philadelphia’s educational landscape, there were
also numerous early signs that the central office
administration had quickly rebounded from the
threat of being marginalized and would retain the
lead role in the education of Philadelphia children.

Limited Competition and Choice from the Outset
The final limited pool of applicants for school
management contracts included many organiza-
tions with little or no experience running
schools. Additionally, the multi-year contracts—
while offering providers a reasonable window of
time to demonstrate measurable results—further

8

11 The language of partnership has been used to cover
a broad range of relationships. Providers of school
management services are often referred to, by the
district and by themselves, as partners. Others groups and
organizations that received contracts are also often referred
to as partners, as are some organizations that work with the
district in non-contractual relationships. In this paper, we
refer most frequently to 'providers,' but we acknowledge
that district and other sources often refer to a whole range
of organizations with which it has contractual and non-
contractual relationships using the language of 'partner-
ship,' and we adopt this language when referring to
district relationships with external organizations
outside the diverse provider model.

12 Bulkley, K. E., Mundell, L. M., and Riffer, M. (2004,
May). Contracting out schools: The first year of the Philadelphia
diverse provider model. Philadelphia: Research for Action.

Extra .
# of per-pupil 

Type Provider schools funds 

For-profit

Edison Schools, Inc. 20 $881 

Victory Schools, Inc. 5 $857 

Chancellor Beacon 5 $650 
Academies, Inc.

Non-profit

Foundations, Inc. 5 $667 

Universal Companies 3 $656 

Temple University 5 $450 

University of Pennsylvania 3 $450 

District

Office of Restructured 21 $550 
Schools

“Sweet 16” 16 $550 

Transitional Charters 3 $550 

13 In 2002, Edwin Vare Middle School was designated a
transitional charter to be managed by Universal Compan-
ies. In this brief, we count Edwin Vare as one of the 46
schools placed under private management. 



inhibited the market competition many would
have expected.14

Just as competition was constrained, so was
school choice, a second expectation of Hill,
et. al. Even though the diverse provider model
brought many schools alternative management
models, as demonstrated by the charts below,
opportunities for parents to select their child’s
school continued to be confined to charter
schools or special admission schools (such as
magnets and vocational-technical schools).15

Students continued to attend the same schools as
they had previously. Additionally, there was not
meaningful public input into the selection of

educational providers or into the pairing of
providers with schools. 

The Diversity of the Diverse Provider Model
The diverse provider model brought together
organizations with different motivations and
agendas; different capacities, histories and cul-
tures; and different levels of investment in the
experiment. Research on alliances between the
public and private sectors suggests that the dis-
tinctive missions and interests of the different
economic sectors—public, for-profit, and non-
profit—shape their respective contributions to
any alliance.17 This research notes that effectively
managing complex cross-sectoral alliances, such
as the diverse provider model, poses significant
challenges. It describes the public sector as still
a relative novice in deciphering how to make the
new systems work. Below we provide snapshots
of the original providers to illustrate some of
the organizational variation within Philadelphia’s
diverse provider model. 

Education Management Organizations
There were initially three for-profit management
providers: Edison Schools, Inc., Victory Schools,
Inc., and Chancellor Beacon Academies, Inc.
Even within this for-profit sector, there was
substantial organizational variation. At the time
of state takeover, Edison Schools, Inc. managed
more than 100 schools nationwide and in the
United Kingdom. Chancellor Beacon Academies,
Inc. was the nation’s second-largest privately
owned, for-profit EMO, but still far behind
Edison in both the number of schools it managed
and its notoriety. Victory Schools, Inc. was
a small, privately owned, for-profit school
management organization with operations
in New York and Baltimore. 

Of the EMOs, Edison clearly had the most
riding both on its performance and on the
ultimate success of the diverse provider model.
Its entry into Philadelphia came at a time when
it was receiving harsh criticism for its perform-
ance in other states (including New York,
Kansas, California, and Texas) and on Wall
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14 Sclar, E. D. (2000). You don't always get what you pay for: The
economics of privatization. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press.

15 Despite provisions in NCLB intended to provide choices
to parents of children attending schools that are unsafe or
‘need improvement,’ Philadelphia, like many other urban
districts, does not have nearly enough available slots at
qualified schools to accommodate all of the students who
are legally entitled to attend an alternate public school.

16 The management status of some individual schools is
reported differently in different sources for the given years,
so total numbers of schools by management model may
vary slightly. 

17 Wohlsetter, P., Malloy, C. L., Smith, J., and Hentschke,
G. (2004). Incentives for charter schools: Building school
capacity through cross-sectoral alliances. Educational
Administration Quarterly, 40.
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Street. In many ways, Philadelphia became a test
case for Edison’s viability. Edison had the most
to gain from the overall success of the diverse
provider model and entered its assigned schools
with full-blown curricula in the core subject
areas and a sophisticated system of benchmark
assessments for tracking student achievement.
In contrast, Victory and Chancellor Beacon had
significantly lower national profiles. Notably,
however, Victory recruited a former district
employee, who had helped design the diverse
provider model, to head its Philadelphia effort,
which touted an early literacy program and
single-gender classrooms

Non-profit providers There were two non-profit
providers: Foundations, Inc. and Universal
Companies. Foundations designs and runs after-
school programs across the country and provides
technical assistance to charter schools. Of all the
providers, Foundations had the most knowledge
of the district and its operations. Foundations’
founder, Rhonda Lauer, was a former Associate
Superintendent in Philadelphia and many of
its staff members are former employees of the
district. Foundations saw its involvement as
supportive of the community development
work of influential State Representative Dwight
Evans, a strong proponent of charter schools and
state takeover, with whom it had worked on
other projects. 

Universal Companies is a community develop-
ment corporation founded and led by music
mogul Kenny Gamble. It had recently estab-
lished a charter school in the South Philadelphia
neighborhood where its newly assigned schools
were located and where it was already active in
creating housing, boosting economic develop-
ment, and providing social services. Even more
than Foundations, Universal saw its manage-
ment of schools as part of its overall effort to
spark neighborhood improvement. It brought
a deep knowledge of the local community and
a strong web of relationships to its work with
schools. Unlike Foundations, however, Universal
had limited school management experience and
needed to build a staff that could lead its
educational efforts

University providers The two university
providers were Temple University, a state-assist-
ed university in North Philadelphia, and the
University of Pennsylvania (Penn), a private uni-

versity in West Philadelphia. Both universities
had historical connections to schools in their
immediate neighborhoods and saw their involve-
ment in the diverse provider model as congruent
with their goals of community revitaliza-
tion in their contiguous neighborhoods.
Both viewed their schools as laboratories
for training student teachers and provid-
ing research and development opportuni-
ties for faculty. Penn had recently part-
nered with the district to open the "Penn-
assisted" Sadie Alexander School. Temple
supplied more teachers to the district
than any other higher education institu-
tion and intended to bring together
resources from across the University to
offer social supports to its schools’ stu-
dents and families. In contrast to the for-
profit groups, Penn and Temple were con-
siderably less invested in the diverse
provider model as a strategy for urban school
reform. They saw their role more in terms of
service provision—curriculum development,
professional development for teachers and
administrators, tutoring for students—than as
school managers and therefore negotiated less
management authority than other providers.

Restructured schools The district also designated
21 schools (17 elementary and four middle
schools) first as ‘reconstituted’ and later as
‘restructured.’ These schools were subject to
internally developed interventions and were
eventually consolidated in a newly-created
Office of Restructured Schools (ORS). For these
21 schools, the district expended an additional
$550 per pupil beyond its allocation to other
district schools. By creating the ORS, the dis-
trict diverted almost $7 million dollars, which
would otherwise have flowed to external
providers, back into district-managed schools.18

In the process, the district also established a
cohort of schools that was demographically and
academically similar to those turned over to
providers. By using these schools to pilot
district-designed interventions, the district,
in effect, created a "comparison group" against
which the success of the external providers
could be measured.
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Research on the role and contributions of exter-
nal partners in school improvement indicates
that the value of the partnership depends in
large part on the level of relevant knowledge and
experience on the part of the outside partner.19

Generally, these studies indicate that the func-
tions of external partners fall into three arenas.
First, external organizations support schools in
tasks associated with school restructuring, such
as locating or reorganizing school facilities, hir-
ing teachers and principals, developing collabo-
rative work structures, and facilitating outreach
to parents and community members. Second,
they provide professional development through
coaching or workshops in areas such as content,
pedagogy, assessment, and leadership training.
Finally, external organizations play important
roles as advocates for their partner schools within
the bureaucracy. External partners often have

knowledge and connections that help schools
negotiate or finesse district policies related to
curriculum, assessment, material resources,
staffing patterns, or facilities. In
Philadelphia, the providers clearly brought
very different experience, expertise, and rela-
tionships to these functions. The overall suc-
cess of the model would depend on each
provider being able to capitalize on its
strengths and to build capacity in areas of
weakness. 

Research also shows that districts matter in
making such cross-sectoral collaborations
work.20 Districts must, research notes, pay
close attention to developing a system-wide
environment that truly supports school part-
nerships with external organizations. They
must remove bureaucratic obstacles, monitor
performance, ensure that partnerships are sus-

tainable through turnover of school and district
administrators, and create a productive tension
between centralization and autonomy. Finally,
research suggests that districts must also get to
know each external partner well so that they can
capitalize on the strengths of each organization
and minimize the weaknesses. 

Clearly, the diversity of the diverse provider
model posed significant challenges to the
Philadelphia school district. Given the literature
on schools working in cross-sectoral alliances,21

it seems that the model’s probability of success
was dependent, to a large extent, on the district’s
flexibility and vigilance in managing its
relationships with the private sector. 

Year 1 (2002-03): A Rocky Start 
to the Diverse Provider Model 

The Challenges of “Thin Management”
The School District of Philadelphia describes its
approach to outsourcing school management as
"thin management." Under thin management,
schools were not turned over lock, stock, and
barrel to providers. Instead, the district retained
responsibility over such areas as staffing, facili-
ties management, school safety, food services, the
overall school calendar, decisions about holiday
closures, altering grade configurations, and the
code of conduct for teachers and students. On
one hand, providers were generally happy to
accept this division of responsibility; none of
them was as well equipped as the district to
handle the totality of managing schools. On
the other hand the providers had a steep learning
curve as they attempted to "work the system"
and access the services due from the district to
their schools. Provider staff and school principals
complained that the district was often slow in
responding to requests for services. 

The "thin management" model had two major
effects during the first year of implementation.
First, it created considerable confusion about
provider authority and accountability and about
available supports for school personnel. Second,
this approach inhibited providers’ autonomy as
they tried to apply (and in many cases, develop)
their educational interventions for Philadelphia
schools. 

Most critically, under the diverse provider
model, principals and teachers remained district
employees. Providers had to abide by the
district’s union contracts, including provisions
for salary, teacher transfer, time allotted for pro-
fessional development and meetings, working
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21 Wohlsetter, P., Malloy, C. L., Smith, J., and Hentschke,
G. (2004).

19 American Institutes for Research and SRI International
(2004). The national school district and network grants program:
Year 2 evaluation report, prepared for the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation. Washington, DC: American Institutes for
Research; Wasley, P. A. et al. (2000). Small schools: Great
strides. New York: Bank Street College of Education.

20 Cohen, M. (2001). Transforming the American high school:
New directions for state and local policy. Washington DC:
Jobs for the Future and The Aspen Institute.
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conditions, and other rules. Providers also had to
follow the district’s notoriously centralized and
often cumbersome procedures for hiring new
teachers, leaving them little control over the
hiring process. The SRC had negotiated these
provisions with the Philadelphia Federation of
Teachers during the summer of 2002. Providers
did have some control over the appointment of
principals in the schools they managed. Needless
to say, restrictions on providers’ authority creat-
ed ambiguity and inevitable conflicts about lines
of authority. Principals especially tended to feel
caught between conflicting obligations to two
sets of administrators: their provider and their
regional superintendent within the district.
They expressed dismay at having to attend
two sets of administrative meetings (sometimes
scheduled for the same time) and bewilderment
over who was evaluating their performance.
They characterized their predicament as
"serving multiple masters." 22

Furthermore, increased teacher turnover exacer-
bated the uneasiness that pervaded many pro-
vider schools. Following the takeover, teachers
had the option to transfer without penalty if
their school was being turned over to a provider.
Departures (voluntary and forced) of popular
principals who did not want to serve in an exter-
nally managed school and high teacher turnover
in some schools increased instability in already
precariously staffed schools.23 Teacher transfer
rates shot up in schools assigned to Edison
(19 percent to 40 percent), Victory (17 percent
to 40 percent) and Universal (14 percent to
36 percent). This trend was especially prevalent
in the four schools slated to be converted to
charter schools, where teachers feared they would
lose union membership and their status as
district employees.24

Research suggests that continued district control
over school staffing might pose a formidable
obstacles to innovation in the diverse provider
model. Economist Elliott Sclar argues that until
management and labor work together in order to

free labor to be creative, little innovation can
occur.25 This, he argues, is true regardless of
whether the public or private sector guides
management.

NCLB and District Recentralization 
Inhibit Provider Innovation
Under "privatization Philly style," providers did
retain authority over curriculum and instruction.
Given providers’ varying levels of management
experience, however, the extent to which they
implemented a distinctive and coherent educa-
tional approach varied. In addition, looming
NCLB sanctions strongly influenced the academ-
ic programs across all providers; providers had to
align their curricula with the all-important
Pennsylvania State System of Assessment (PSSA)
exams, the state assessment used to measure
schools’ progress toward NCLB’s Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP) targets. 

Furthermore, CEO Vallas showed the
centralizing stripes he had earned in Chicago.
He unveiled an array of district-wide reforms
for which provider-managed schools were also
accountable: a strict zero-tolerance discipline
policy; massive transition to K-8 school organi-
zations; and extended day programs and summer
school for low-performing students.26 Through-
out Year 1, thin management, NCLB, and the
district’s own recentralization efforts worked
as homogenizing forces on the diverse
provider model. 
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The contract of for-profit provider Chancellor
Beacon was terminated “for convenience”

and the five schools that had been managed
by Chancellor Beacon were returned to
the district. Victory Schools and Temple

University were each awarded an additional
school, and Foundations, Inc. was awarded
a contract for the first Philadelphia public
high school to be managed by a provider. 

22 Bulkley, K. E., Mundell, L. M., and Riffer, M. (2004, May).

23 Neild, R. C., Useem, E. L., and Farley, E. (2005).
The quest for quality: Recruiting and retaining teachers in
Philadelphia. Philadelphia: Research for Action; Spiridakis,
K. (2003). Teacher turnover high at ‘takeover schools.’
Philadelphia Public School Notebook (2003, Summer).

24 Spiridakis, K. (2003). 

25 Sclar, E. D. (2000). 

26 Travers, E. (2003, November). State takeover in
Philadelphia: Where we are and how we got here. Philadelphia:
Research for Action.



Year 2 (2003-04): 
Making the Diverse Provider Model Work

During Year 2, the district and the providers
both took steps to strengthen their collaborative
relationships and to put the diverse provider
model on firmer ground, even while the district
continued efforts to re-centralize some of its
authority. CEO Vallas created an Office of
Development charged with overseeing the
providers (as well as the growing number of
other private organizations "partnering" with
schools to provide assistance or management
services) and facilitating their interaction with
the central office. The Office of Development
became the providers’ primary point of contact
with the district. Many central office staff credit-
ed Vallas for reaching out to external groups,
which they saw as evidence of a long-overdue
"culture shift" taking place. One district staffer
expressed the philosophy behind this shift: "We
have to take away every barrier for the partners
[here, referring to the school management
providers] so they can succeed on their own
merit. Then they can teach us something." This
staffer is referring to district staff’s tendency to
remain insular and to disdain the potential and

real contributions of "outsiders" to improv-
ing school and district performance. 

During Year 2, the Office of Development
was charged with opening this closed cul-
ture. The providers praised the Office of
Development for its responsiveness: a
provider leader claimed, "It [the diverse
provider model] could easily have been
derailed. It could have failed in the first
year." Questions remained, however, about
the extent to which this culture shift
extended beyond the Office of Development
and permeated the general district culture. 

The providers also worked to create an
increasingly collaborative atmosphere.

Instead of competing with one another to
enlarge their "market share" of schools, the
providers focused on working together and on
ensuring the success of the model as a whole.
Following the termination of Chancellor Beacon’s
contract, the providers focused on not being "the
laggard" on student test score gains; none of the
providers wished to fall too far behind. At the
same time, however, they seemed to want suc-
cess for all of the providers. Providers sought to

identify their common interests and concerns
and to voice them collectively to the district
through the Office of Development.
Interestingly, though, the providers did not cast
their fate solely with the district. Individually,
they sought to develop a broad base of political
support by maintaining direct relationships with
SRC members and with state and city officials.
This ongoing political maneuvering by providers
served as a further hindrance to the competition
that was anticipated in the literature.

Even as the district took steps to make life easier
for the providers, it continued re-centralization
efforts. Most importantly, it issued a district-
wide core curriculum aligned with state stan-
dards and the PSSA. CEO Vallas believed that
a standardized curriculum was a much-needed
tool for teachers. Upon learning about Edison’s
benchmark assessment system, he also instructed
district staff to create a similar system to accom-
pany their core curriculum. Vallas made the
core curriculum/benchmark system available
to providers for use in their schools if they so
chose, and most adopted the system selectively
or entirely. The core curriculum served to level
the playing field for providers, like Universal,
that had not arrived with ready-made curricula.

The district also instituted a city-wide school
quality review process, including schools with
outside management providers and charter
schools. A team of educators visited schools,
conducted interviews of staff, observed class-
rooms and reviewed school documents. The team
then issued recommendations for how the school
could improve its academic programs and school
climate. Implicit in any school review process is
a set of assumptions about what constitutes an
effective school. Like the core curriculum, the
school review process was a way for the district
to exert its influence on providers and their
schools. Both processes reflected Vallas’ stance
that "all schools are district schools." 

Clearly, the district and the providers both made
significant accommodations during the second
year to ensure the success of the diverse provider
model. Both recognized that good communica-
tion and strong relationships were essential to
developing a constructive interdependence.
The providers recognized that the stability of
collaborative relationships would promote a
more beneficial environment than a tumultuous
marketplace marked by competitive relation-
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ships. For their part, Vallas, the SRC, and other
district leaders believed that turning to the
private sector and leveraging its human and
material assets to address the district’s persistent
problems—including low student achievement,
a lack of leadership, and resource gaps—offered
a pragmatic means of accelerating performance
in failing schools. 

Notably, by the end of Year 2, cross-sectoral
collaboration (between the public school district
and the private providers) and greater invest-
ment in the success of the model as a whole
had replaced market forces as the underlying
principle of the diverse provider model.

Year 3 (2004-05): 
Heralding the Success of Privatization
and Expanding Its Role 

During the 2004-05 school year, the district
strove to inspire confidence in its diverse
provider model and to expand the scope of its
private sector relationships. In October 2004, it
co-hosted a two-day conference with the U.S.
Department of Education’s Office of Innovation
and Improvement. CEO Vallas framed the event
in advance: "From day one, we have said that
schools cannot improve without the help of the
Philadelphia community and our partners in the
public and private arenas." As the conference got
underway, providers picked up this theme,
emphasizing the uniqueness of Philadelphia’s
partnerships with the private sector and high-
lighting the diverse provider model. 

By creating a platform to publicly champion
Philadelphia’s diverse provider model and by
linking recently released news of district-wide
test score gains to the theme of partnerships,
district officials and partners alike used this

conference to inspire a sense of positive momen-
tum and to engender public confidence. They
presented lessons learned from their successes
and offered advice on how other cities might
replicate these successes. Their goal was to re-
position Philadelphia as a cutting-edge, reform-
minded district that is ahead of the national
curve on the strategic use of the kind of
public/private partnerships advocated
as education remedy under NCLB. 

U.S. Secretary of Education Rod
Paige gave a ringing endorsement of
Philadelphia’s efforts, stating, "This
school district has embarked on one of
the most aggressive implementations of
NCLB…. You have blurred the line
between public and private….
Everyone in the nation should take
notice of these partnerships. They are a
new frontier in school reform." Praise
from local political figures—such as
Mayor John Street, who said that the
partnerships "give a sense of momen-
tum and progress in the city," and State
Representative Dwight Evans, who added that
they "reflected a spirit of cooperation"—were
further evidence of the district inspiring public
confidence in its efforts. Following such praise,
Philadelphia has been shedding the exhaustion
and demoralization that marked the politically
contentious years of former Superintendent
David Hornbeck’s Children Achieving Agenda.
In their place has emerged a rising public confi-
dence in Philadelphia’s new role as a forerunner
and front runner in the use of the private sector
to spur education reform.

Student Test Scores 
Since the inception of the reform, standardized
test scores in Philadelphia have moved upward.
The resulting media attention has boosted the
public’s confidence in the school district.
District-wide scores from the Pennsylvania
System of School Assessment (PSSA) tests have
increased over the first three years following the
state takeover in the tested grades (5th and 8th)
at the elementary and middle levels. The per-
centages of students scoring in the proficient and
advanced categories in reading increased by 
14-15 percentage points from 2002 to 2005 for
5th and 8th graders. In mathematics, gains have
been more impressive: the proportion of 5th
graders’ scoring proficient or advanced jumped
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almost 27 percentage points over the three-year
period while 8th graders’ scores increased more
than 21 points. A recent longitudinal "value-
added" study of student test score gains in math
provides additional evidence of improvements
in student achievement on the heels of district-
wide reforms. In this study,27 Mac Iver and Mac
Iver found that students in high-poverty schools
who had experienced two or three years of
reform in the middle grades showed significantly
higher PSSA score gains from 5th to 8th grade
that those who had been exposed to just one year
of the reforms. This finding led them to onclude
that "the systemic reforms [e.g., the core curricu-
lum, use of regular Benchmark tests to chart stu-
dents’ progress, and more time devoted to
instruction in math and literacy during the
school day, after school and in the summer

months] of the Vallas era that have
impacted all Philadelphia schools…may
be having very positive effects." 

PSSA scores among 11th graders, howev-
er, have resisted improvement, a similar
pattern found in urban high schools across
the country. Test scores on the nationally
normed TerraNova exams in grades 3-10
in four subjects have increased since they
were first given in the fall of 2002, but
score trends vary by subject and grade.
Overall, absolute score levels remain low:
on the 2005 PSSA tests, 37 percent of the
district’s students scored proficient or
advanced in math and 35 percent did so
in reading. 

In addition, the number of schools meet-
ing all of their NCLB-mandated Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP) targets went from
22 in 2002 to 160 in 2004, then dropped
back to 132 in 2005 when state AYP tar-
gets became more stringent. Fifteen of the
45 schools still under private management
made AYP in 2005. District officials have
attributed gains in test scores and AYP
attainment to centralized reforms—and

also to the diverse provider model.

District administrators, researchers, and stake-
holder groups are especially curious about how
trends in achievement among students attending
schools included in the diverse provider model 

compare with those of students in district-run
schools. Whether test score gains in the
provider-run schools increase at a faster rate than
others is of particular importance given the addi-
tional resources directed to the takeover schools
and the district’s interest in expanding private
sector involvement in school management.

Three teams of researchers have analyzed student
test scores, comparing test score trends among
students in provider-managed schools with those
in district-run schools over the period 2002-
2005. Two of these analyses—conducted by
researchers at the Consortium for Chicago School
Research and Johns Hopkins University—have
been completed and are summarized below.
Results from work by a research team at the
RAND Corporation are expected in late summer
of 2006. The district itself has also published
test score breakdowns annually that compare
providers’ results by grade and subject.

• Using TerraNova data from three different
time points, John Easton and Steve Ponisciak
of the Consortium on Chicago School Research
found that 5th and 8th graders in the 86
schools targeted for additional resources
and/or intervention after the state takeover
(see table, page 7) did not show significantly
different trends in Terra Nova scores
between Spring 2003 and Spring 2005 than
students in district-run schools. The results
of the study, commissioned by Research
for Action, are reported in Learning from
Philadelphia’s School Reform: What do
the research findings show so far?28

Easton and Ponisciak also compared test-
score trends of four sub-groups of the 86
schools against each other. The sub-groups
include: 1) schools run by the district’s
Office of Restructured Schools (ORS);
2) schools run by school management
providers; 3) district schools (dubbed the
"Sweet 16") that received extra financial
resources to continue their school improve-
ment efforts;29 and 4) "drifters"—schools
that migrated from one provider or interven-
tion to another. The researchers did not find
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28 Useem, B. (2005). Learning from Philadelphia’s school
reform: What do the research findings show so far? Paper pre-
sented at the No Child Left Behind Conference sponsored
by the Sociology of Education Section of the American
Sociological Association. Philadelphia. 

29 For a full description of these subgroups, see Useem (2005).
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statistically significant differences in gains
in student scores or decreases in the percent-
age of students in the bottom quartile by
provider or by intervention strategy. The
data did suggest, however, that in the case of
8th grade math, the 86 schools targeted for
intervention showed greater gains than the
rest of the district’s schools, with the "Sweet
16" and schools run by external managers
showing the most substantial gains over the
three-year period studied.

• Mac Iver and Mac Iver30 conducted a value-
added analysis of student learning gains in
math using 5th and 8th grade PSSA scores,
examining test score growth of three cohorts
of students who attended high-poverty
schools with an 8th grade.31 The researchers
found that students in Edison-managed
schools did not significantly outperform
students in district-managed schools with
comparable levels of poverty. In general,
gains among students in non-Edison
provider schools were significantly less than
the gains in district-managed schools.32, 33 

• The district’s own breakdowns of PSSA
results by provider and by other intervention
types from 2002 to 2005 show that schools
run by the district’s Office of Restructured
Schools registered greater gains among 5th
and 8th graders than the providers in both
math and reading. District data also show
that schools partnered with the University of
Pennsylvania demonstrated the next-highest
score gains in reading, while both Penn and
Edison were runners-up to ORS schools in
math improvement over the three-year
period (Appendix 1).

Overall, then, test score data thus far show some
improvement in math and reading in the 5th
and 8th grades, with overall levels remaining
comparatively low and with no provider or
intervention strategy standing out as
being much more effective than others.
Comparisons among providers and
intervention efforts reveal complex
patterns of results. For example, PSSA
results over the three-year period
suggest that ORS schools have been
more effective than those managed by
external providers. Separate analyses
of TerraNova scores for Research for
Action by Easton and Ponisciak, how-
ever, demonstrate actual declines in
average math and reading scores among
5th and 8th graders in ORS schools
over the same period. Unfortunately, the
district’s decision in the spring of 2005
to disband the ORS sub-district after its
three-year experiment removes a natural
comparison group from future analyses.

Expanded Privatization
Despite these questions, generally positive
test score results across both district-managed
and provider-managed schools have buoyed the
confidence of both the district and the providers.
Both seized the opportunity to herald their
successes in such national publications as Forbes
magazine34 and Education Leadership.35 Subse-
quently, the district has taken advantage of a
surprisingly non-contentious political climate to
expand the outsourcing of school management
and related services to the private sector.

• Foundations, Inc. assumed management of
a large neighborhood high school during
2003-04 and continued in 2004-05. 

• Other partners—Microsoft, Inc., the Franklin
Institute (Philadelphia’s science museum), the
University of Pennsylvania, and the National
Constitution Center—began or intensified
their efforts to develop new high schools. 

• In winter 2005, the SRC awarded contracts
to four private entities to consult with 12
high schools as "transition managers." Three
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30 Mac Iver, D. and Mac Iver, M. (2006).

31 Cohort 1 began 5th grade in 1999-00 and then
experienced one year of EMO or district-led reforms in
math during 2002-03 as 8th graders; Cohort 2 experienced
the reforms during both 7th and 8th grades (2002-03
and 2003-04); and Cohort 3 students were taught under
the new reform regime during 6th, 7th, and 8th grades
(2002-03 through 2004-05).

32 A notable exception in this analysis were the Cohort 3
students in new K-8 schools run by Temple University, who
showed significant growth in math as 8th graders in 2005. 

33 The analysis did not run specific comparisons between
provider-run schools with district-managed ORS schools.
The ORS schools with eighth grades are among those
included in the district-managed comparison group.

34 Nevels, J. E. (2005, March 14). Should a public school be
run like a business? In Philadelphia the answer is yes. Forbes.

35 Whittle, C. (2005). The promise of public/private
partnerships. Education Leadership, 62.



of these companies (Princeton Review., Kaplan
K-12, and SchoolWorks, LLC) had previously
worked with the district, though none had
experience managing high schools. These three,
along with the fourth company (ResulTech,
Inc.), have been charged with the task of
assisting schools in managing their conver-
sions to "small high schools." 

• The district also granted extended authority
to three national for-profits specializing in the
management of alternative disciplinary schools:
Community Education Partners (three schools),
Camelot Schools (one school), and Cornell
Companies (11 sites within other district
schools). At this writing, the district has
outsourced all its disciplinary schools. The
numbers of students referred to such schools
has jumped from 1,000 in the year 2000 to
nearly 3,000 by spring 2005. 

Despite this expansion of privatization, however,
questions about the cost effectiveness, success, and
equity of the diverse provider model re-emerged
at the end of the 2004-05 school year. In spring
2005, the SRC voted 3-2 to give Edison two
additional schools. While not a single member
of the public stood up to object to the decision,
one of the two mayoral appointees to the SRC,
Sandra Dungee Glenn, explained her vote to
oppose awarding Edison the additional schools:

I am against giving two schools to Edison.
I got a report from the Chief Academic
Officer and I think there is insufficient data
to draw valid conclusions about overall per-
formance on EMOs so far…. I see a very
mixed performance, in my view…. Our
Restructured schools do better on most of
the indicators than the Edison schools. And
in some subject areas in some schools, other
providers do better. We need a bigger overall
review of the EMO experiment. I am not sure
they are accelerating school improvement
more than other groups. Edison is not so
outstanding that they should get two more
schools.

Furthermore, despite the district’s painstaking
efforts to avoid public comparisons among
providers and to herald all providers’
contributions, a spring 2005 disagreement
between the district and Temple became very
public. After the district announced it would
take two schools away from Temple and place

them in the district’s newly created "CEO
Region," the schools’ leaders energized their
communities to protest this decision. Ultimately,
these schools were able to maintain their connec-
tion with Temple, although they will also be
part of the CEO Region, which CEO Vallas
established to provide intensive, district-led,
customized support for 11 schools failing to
meet state performance targets for six
consecutive years. 

At the same time, district leaders decided to
disband the Office of Restructured Schools and
re-assign its 21 schools either to their geographic
regions or to the CEO Region. The ORS had
been established to pilot the district’s interven-
tions, to keep within the district state funds
earmarked for the diverse provider model, and,
significantly, to serve as a "comparison group"
against which the providers could be evaluated.
In dispersing these schools to the regions, the
district argued that the school improvement
efforts initiated under ORS could be sustained
and that ORS resources could now be diverted
to the CEO Region’s schools.

Conclusion

There is no question that the diverse provider
model has changed the face of the School
District of Philadelphia. It ushered in the
involvement of private sector players in school
management and dramatically increased out-
sourcing arrangements with both for-profit and
non-profit groups. This striking expansion of
private sector involvement in the city’s public
schools is blurring boundaries between public
and private and clearing the way for new institu-
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The district disbanded the Office of
Restructured Schools (ORS) and dispersed its
schools to the appropriate regional office for
supervision and support. Two ORS schools
were assigned to the newly created CEO

region. Two schools under Temple University
management were dually assigned to Temple
and the CEO region.  The SRC assigned two
additional schools to Edison Schools, Inc. 



tional relationships, often characterized by cross-
sectoral collaboration. The district is becoming
the kind of public/private hybrid system
described in the literature on privatization in
education as well as other sectors.36

The diverse provider model has also brought
positive attention to Philadelphia. District lead-
ers have capitalized on that attention—as well as
on rising standardized test scores across the dis-
trict—to boost public confidence in the system
and quell the political turmoil that marked the
previous reform era. Philadelphia is now at the
national forefront of privatization of school man-
agement, is negotiating a myriad of relationships
with private sector organizations, and is viewed
as improving student performance. These per-
ceived accomplishments have altered public
opinion. Rather than viewing the School District
of Philadelphia as an isolated bureaucracy beset
by ideological battles, many now view it as a
district engaged productively with a variety of
external partners. The relatively calm political
environment has offered district leaders extraor-
dinary rein to expand privatization at a rapid
pace, with little public opposition. 

Our research indicates, however, that the diverse
provider model, as it has emerged in practice
in Philadelphia, differs substantially from the
theoretical version originally described by the
literature. Hill and his colleagues envisioned
that the diverse provider model would capitalize
on the expertise and the distinct approaches of
providers in order to spur educational innovation
and offer high quality choices for students and
their families. Additionally, the competition for
management contracts would stimulate more
efficient and effective practices and contract
measures would ensure accountability for
provider performance. Our analysis leads us
to conclude, however, that whatever extra value
private sector involvement may bring to solving
the problems of the Philadelphia school district
will not accrue from competition and choice.
The limited number of qualified providers,
the necessity of long-term contracts, providers’
reluctance to take on larger numbers of schools,
and their ongoing political activities to build
support among government officials all work

to constrain marketplace competition.

Furthermore, the district’s "thin management"
approach to contracting, its re-centralizing
initiatives—especially the core curriculum and
benchmark assessment system—and the impact
of NCLB have all likely inhibited inno-
vation, reducing variation among the
providers and further constraining com-
petition. Steps taken by both the district
and providers to alter organizational
practices and to adopt a discourse of
partnership are evidence of new collabo-
rative relationships between the public
and private sectors; together, they are
working to ensure the success of the
diverse provider model as a whole. The
lack of genuine competition among
providers in Philadelphia’s education
marketplace is consistent with what
research has demonstrated to be the case
in other areas of public contracting.37

Neither has Philadelphia’s diverse
provider model enhanced choice for students and
parents. In reality, the district has adopted the
role of "consumer" of school management servic-
es. It is the district that exercises the power of
choice in selecting the providers, pairing them
with schools, and setting the terms of their con-
tracts.38 While CEO Vallas and Chief Academic
Officer Gregory Thornton initially identified
enhanced choice as an important advantage of
the diverse provider model, they currently point
to the expansion of charters, magnet schools and
select programs within high schools as evidence
of increased choice. 

In conclusion, we raise questions that we believe
should guide a comprehensive and rigorous
assessment of the diverse provider model. These
questions emerge from our analysis of what is
actually happening in Philadelphia and from our
reading of the literature on privatization in edu-
cation and other public sectors. We believe these
questions to be critically important both locally
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37 Sclar, E. D. (2000); Richards, C. E., Shore, R., and
Sawicky, M. (1996). Risky business: Private management of
public schools. Washington, DC: Economic Policy Institute.

38 It will be interesting to observe if choice will emerge
in the district’s newest high school restructuring initiative
that will transition the system from about 55 high schools
in 2002 to between 70 and 80 smaller high schools by
2008. Building on the diverse provider model, this initia-
tive will also partner many of these schools with private
sector providers.

The district is

becoming the kind of

public/private hybrid

system described

in the literature

on privatization in

education as well

as other sectors.

36 Henig, J. R., Holyoke, T., Lacerino-Paquet, N., and
Moser, M. (2003); Rufo-Lignos, P. and Richards, C. E.
(2003). Emerging forms of school organization. Teachers
College Record, 105; Wohlsetter, P., Malloy, C. L., Smith, J.,
and Hentschke, G. (2004).



—where the district will soon be deciding what
elements of this reform effort should be carried
forward—and nationally, where other districts
will look to Philadelphia for lessons on how to
engage the private sector in the management of
persistently low-performing schools.

First, we pose a question about the continued
evolution and sustainability of Philadelphia’s
diverse provider model: 

Will the School District of Philadelphia con-
tinue to develop the capacities needed at all
levels of the system to establish and sustain
a public-private collaboration that can
improve the city’s persistently low-
performing schools? 

Capacity to Ensure Accountability
The ability to effectively regulate, manage, and
monitor the outsourcing of school management
is one such capacity. This oversight capacity
is key to ensuring accountability, not only for
narrow contractual provisions, but also for the
greater public good. (In the context of urban
education, we use "serving the greater public
good" to refer to the need to address such
perennial problems as inequitable access to
educational opportunity and strong learning
outcomes for students that have traditionally
been disadvantaged by race and class.) A theoret-
ical advantage of outsourcing is that the private
sector will bring a sharper sense of accountabili-
ty for its performance than a large public
bureaucracy does. As we have seen, however,
marketplace competition is far from vigorous
and has not been the lever for accountability
that many imagined. Our analysis is consonant
with that of other observers of privatization
of the public sphere: the outsourcing of public
school management raises accountability
dilemmas both at the level of explicit
contractual provisions for which a private
contractor is hired and at the level of
responsibility for the greater public good.39

At the operational level, an agreement between
the contractor and a public agency is supposed
to clearly delineate the obligations of the
contractor. This can be exceedingly difficult
in a complex arena such as education.40 It
complicates the work of public sector managers
who are still developing the skills needed to
monitor contract compliance and contractor
quality.41 Further, in actual practice, public
agencies must provide oversight of contracts
for the lowest possible administrative costs.
As a result, they tend to rely at least as much
on relational trust with their vendors as on
close scrutiny of service provision.42

Paradoxically, the trust between the public
agency and private provider that is built up
over time can, in turn, make it more difficult
to hold the contractor accountable.43

Other concerns about accountability are related
to the concept of public accountability. First,
the diverse provider model is largely character-
ized by top down decision-making and lack of
transparency—for example, the decision to dis-
band the Office of Restructured Schools and
disperse its schools to their geographic regions.
Given that preliminary analyses of PSSA results
indicates that ORS schools improved compara-
tively rapidly on at least one important meas-
ure, the PSSA tests, we ask what criteria the
district used to make its decision to break up
the ORS. In doing so, it dismantled the com-
parison group against which providers could be
measured and has decreased the resources and
attention directed toward the 21 low-perform-
ing schools the ORS served. 

The central administration selected the
providers, assigned them to schools, and
established the criteria for judging their
performance. Research on privatization in
other public sectors, as well as our own studies,
indicates that despite the potential benefits of
cross-sectoral collaboration, privatization often
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39 Goldsmith, S. and Eggers, W. D. (2004). Governing by net-
work: The new shape of the public sector. Washington, DC:
Brookings Institution Press; Hannaway, J. (1999,
November). Contracting as a mechanism for managing education
services. [Policy Brief]. Philadelphia: Consortium for Policy
Research in Education; Richards, C. E., Shore, R., and
Sawicky, M. (1996); Sclar, E.D. (2000). 

40 Hannaway, J. (1999).

41 Goldsmith, S. and Eggers, W. D. (2004); Sclar, E. D. 
(2000); Richards, C. E., Shore, R., and Sawicky, M. 
(1996).

42 Goldsmith, S. and Eggers, W. D. (2004); Sclar, E. D.
(2000); Wohlsetter, P., Malloy, C. L., Smith, J., and
Hentschke, G. (2004).

43 Sclar, E. D. (2000). 



narrows, rather than expands, public engage-
ment.44 We believe, however, that credible
answers to questions regarding the impact of
Philadelphia’s diverse provider model can only
come from vigorous debate that meaningfully
includes the public. 

In addition, Philadelphia grassroots community
and civic groups—traditionally the city’s strong-
est advocates for educational equity—have
become service providers themselves. This new
role may compromise their ability to advocate
for students and their families and to critique
district practices. Outsourcing to these groups
"shifts the locus and meaning of accountability."
These new organizational relationships may ulti-
mately undercut accountability to parents and
community members for a larger public good.45

All of these concerns lead us to ask: Will 
the district be able to ensure accountability
within the diverse provider model for improved
educational opportunities and outcomes for
students who have been disadvantaged by
racial discrimination and poverty? 

Capacity to Capitalize on Providers’ Diverse Strengths
A second area of capacity involves the district’s
ability to be creative and flexible in order to
capitalize on the providers’ diverse expertise,
experience, material resources, and networks.
This capacity is key to the district’s ability to
take reforms to scale. We ask: can the district
utilize the providers in such a way that the
diverse provider model becomes one of a number
of robust strategies aimed at ramping up school
improvement across the district? This question
goes to the heart of a central dilemma of "priva-
tization Philly style:" the challenge of striking
a productive balance between district oversight
and guidance and provider autonomy. 

Research on public/private hybrids, in education
as well as other areas, suggests that the distinctive
missions and interests of the different economic
sectors (public, for-profit, and non-profit) shape
their contributions to a cross-sectoral alliance.
We have already described the considerable

diversity of organizations that comprise the
diverse provider model. Potentially, these
providers can help the district to address
persistent problems, including low student
achievement, resource shortages, and a dearth of
leadership, thus allowing for increased attention
to improving instruction and raising achieve-
ment in schools. Effectively managing this
diverse set of organizations in order to tap this
potential, however, poses significant challenges
to a school district that is still a novice at
figuring out how to effectively leverage the
diverse assets of the private sector.

The cultural shift from a closed, suspicious
bureaucracy to an organization that engages
productively with outsiders offers some evidence
that the district is developing this capacity. This
shift has been most evident in Philadelphia’s
Office of Development, where staff has removed
bureaucratic obstacles that initially undermined
the providers’ work with schools. It is unclear,
however, whether this shift in the way the dis-
trict conducts business permeates other offices of
central administration or individual schools. The
extent to which the district’s strong centralizing
measures and the homogenizing effects of NCLB
may dilute the distinctive and potentially posi-
tive innovations of providers is also unclear. 

Next, we pose a question about the efficacy and
affordability of the providers’ work with schools:

Can school management providers generate
robust and sustainable interventions—at
costs that both the district and the providers
can afford—that will result in stronger
schools and improved achievement for stu-
dents who live in some of Philadelphia’s
highest poverty neighborhoods?

Just as it is critical to gauge the district’s capaci-
ty to effectively manage providers, it is also nec-
essary to assess the providers’ ability to generate
and sustain genuine improvement in the schools
they are managing. The central work of the
providers is to strengthen school capacity—the
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ability of a school to advance the quality of the
educational program and to help all students
reach high standards.46 Building school capacity
is complex and demanding work and success
depends on the level of expertise and experience
that providers bring to the tasks of school
restructuring, professional development for
school staff, and mediating relationships within
the school and with the district. A comprehen-
sive and rigorous assessment of the diverse
provider model must include a thorough assess-
ment of the full range of providers’ work with
the schools they manage. Research for Action
will be examining providers’ relationships
with their schools and their approaches to
school improvement in order to assess what
interventions made a difference. 

One important piece of such an assessment
involves tracking student achievement gains
under the diverse provider model. Preliminary
standardized test score data indicate that
providers are not accelerating student
performance in persistently low-performing
schools at a faster rate than the district itself. 

In Baltimore, where Edison has managed three
schools for the last several years, a recent study
commissioned by the Abell Foundation is raising

questions about Edison’s management costs and
its profits.47 The Abell Foundation is calling for
a broad public discussion of the study’s findings
into whether privatization is delivering the
‘bang for the buck’ that its proponents have
promised. The same kind of conversation is
very much needed in Philadelphia. 

The scale and nature of Philadelphia’s diverse
provider model represents a radical shift in the
district’s use of the private sector to provide edu-
cation services. On the horizon are several events
that present prime opportunities for broad pub-
lic discussions about the efficacy of the model.
During 2006, the School District of Philadel-
phia will be gearing up for contract negotiations
with all the providers (except the universities).
In addition, the district will be preparing for
an eventual turnover of leadership. We have
tried to provide a rich and accurate description
of the diverse provider model both in theory and
in practice and to suggest questions that should
focus an assessment of the model. We hope this
foundation can inform both local public debates
about the model’s future and the deliberations of
other urban districts about whether to, and how
to, use private sector management to improve
persistently low-performing schools. 

47 Abell Foundation (2005, December). Going public with
school privatization: State’s contract with Edison Schools,
Inc. is in its fifth year. A new report examines the arrange-
ment and raises the question: Is it a good deal for the
Baltimore City Public Schools? Abell Report, 18.
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APPENDIX 1: 2002-2005 PSSA Results 

Percentage Scoring Advanced or Proficient by 2005 EMO Classification, Grades 5 & 8 combined

—School District of Philadelphia

Reading Change Change 
2002 2003 2004 2005 04-05 02-05

District Managed 27.0% 33.5% 43.2% 43.9% 0.7% 16.9%

Edison 10.5% 10.1% 20.7% 21.7% 1.0% 11.2%

Foundations 13.5% 17.5% 19.4% 22.5% 3.1% 9.0%

Penn 13.1% 15.6% 22.3% 27.2% 4.9% 14.1%

Restructured 11.9% 20.0% 28.0% 29.3% 1.3% 17.4%

Temple 9.8% 10.0% 15.7% 16.0% 0.3% 6.2%

Universal 8.6% 7.7% 25.0% 19.2% -5.8% 10.6%

Victory 10.8% 14.6% 24.0% 23.9% -0.1% 13.1%

Charter 24.8% 32.6% 35.4% 36.6% 1.2% 11.8%

Math Change Change 
2002 2003 2004 2005 04-05 02-05

District Managed 23.2% 28.1% 38.2% 49.7% 11.5% 26.5%

Edison 6.3% 6.9% 16.6% 27.4% 10.8% 21.1%

Foundations 8.7% 13.4% 15.1% 27.8% 12.7% 19.1%

Penn 9.5% 15.4% 13.2% 30.6% 17.4% 21.1%

Restructured 6.7% 15.1% 19.2% 36.0% 16.8% 29.3%

Temple 5.1% 6.1% 9.8% 17.2% 7.4% 12.1%

Universal 9.2% 5.5% 15.3% 19.4% 4.1% 10.2%

Victory 5.5% 7.1% 16.7% 21.3% 4.6% 15.8%

Charter 17.0% 21.4% 26.0% 33.8% 7.8% 16.8%
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